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Abstract

In general, an axiomatic system is nowadays considered as a mere assumption of

the theory, but the requisites are various. Consistency, completeness and independ-

ence are usual required. Consistency and completeness of an axiomatic system are

assured by the existence and uniqueness theorems for the system respectively.

Independence of an axiomatic system means that each axiom is not the logical

consequence of the rest. If an axiomatic system is not independent, some axiom may

be removed from the system, so we shall call an independent axiomatic system

minimal. The purpose of the present paper is to discuss minimality of the axiomatic

systems of remarkable Finsler connections known in a Finsler space systematically.

Key words: Finsler space, Cartan connection, Berwald connection, minimal axiomatic

system.

1. Introduction

Let (Af, L) be a Finsler space, that is, a differentiable manifold M endowed with a metric

function L(x, y) (y^xl). The fundamental tensor field ga is given by ga- (∂idjL2)/2,

where 9*-∂/dy*. We put (gtJ) - (gt/) 1. We shall express a Finsler connection FFin terms of

its coefficients as Ff- (N'k, F/k, C/k).

C

In a Finsler space there are known four remarkabte Finsler connections CF- (G¥, F/j k,

c                                                 c                                      c

Cj¥), Br- (G¥, Gh, 0), Rr- (G¥, FA, 0) and Hr- (G'k, G/k, C,¥), named the Cartan, Ber-

wald, Rund and Hashiguchi connections respectively. As is well known, CF and BF are

uniquely determined as Finsler connections FF- (N^, F/kf Cj¥) satisfying the following

axiomatic systems due to Matsumoto 【51 and Okada 【91 respectively:
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(CD D¥-0, (C2) T/k-0, (C3) gu¥k-O,

(C4) SA-O, (C5) gu *-0;

(Bl) D'*-0, (B2) P'ik-0, (B3) T/k-0, (B4) L¥k-0,

(B5) CA-O,

where ¥k and I denote the respective h- and t;-covariant differentiations, D¥ {-yrFrik-N¥)

the deflection tensor field, and Th (-F/k-F^), S/k (- Ch- Cj,) and P'jk (-∂ N'j-F*',)

the respective　{h)h-, (v)v- and (v)hv-torsion tensor fields. These axiomatic systems are

evidently consistent and complete.

Now, we shall call an axiomatic system minimal if the axioms are independent each

other, that is, if each axiom is not the logical consequence of the rest. The purpose of the
●

present paper is to discuss minimality of the axiomatic systems of remarkable Finsler
●

connections systematically. Minimality of an axiomatic system is assured by showing that the

modified system obtained by omitting any axiom and adding its contradictory is consistent,

that is, by the existence theorem for the modified system. From such a modified system we

may get an interesting Finsler connection as a generalization of a remarkable Finsler

connection. Thus, in order to make such a generalization systematically, the problem of

minimality is important.
●

Let FF- (N^, Fh, C/k) be any Finsler connection. It is shown in Aikou-Hashiguchi [1]

that the coefficients N¥ and F/k are expressed in terms of its D¥, T/k and gn¥k, and the

coefficients C}k in terms of its 5/* and gn¥k. Conversely, in the expressions the tensor fields

D¥, T/k, gwk, and S/k, g叫are arbitrarily given, so Matsumoto's axiomatic system is
minimal, which we shall review in §2.

On the other hand, it is also shown in [1] that in any Finsler connection FF-

(N'k, F/k, Cj¥) the coefficients N¥ and F/k are expressed in terms of its D¥, Pljki T/k and

L¥k. The coefficients C/k are arbitrarily given. Contrary to the former case, however, in the

expressions of N¥ and Fh the tensor fields Dlki Pljk, T/k and L¥k are not arbitrarily given, so

from the expressions it is not clear if Okada's axiomatic system is minimal. The fact is that
l

I

there does not exist a positively homogeneous Finsler connection such that D¥≠0, P'ik-0,

since the homogeneity yields D¥- -P¥S, where a subscript 0 means a contraction by yl. If a

Finsler connection is confined to what is positively homogeneous, then (B2) implies (Bl), so

Okada's axiomatic system is not minimal. We allow a Finsler connection which is not

positively homogeneous, and in §3 we shall show the minimality. Incidentally, in §4 we shall

remark on the existence of the consistent, complete, minimal axiomatic system for each of the

Rund and Hashiguchi connections.

The terminology and notation are referred to Matsumoto [6]. In reference to T/k,

however, we use the notation S/k instead of S*jk. The tensor fields gu and gtJ will serve for

lowering and raising indices, e.g., Kjkt=gks girKjsri where the position and order of indices are
●                              ●   ●

essential.
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The present paper was first suggested by R. Miron, the first author, in order to dedicate

to M. Hashiguchi, the third author, on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday together with T.

Aikou, the second author, and has been completed based on 【11.

(2.1)

2. Minimality of Matsumoto s axiomatic system

For any Finsler tensor field K/k we put

K*iik- (Kiki+Kkii-Kki,)/2.

Then we have from Theorem 2.2 in 【11

Theorem 2.1. In a Finsler space, let D¥, T/k (--7V;), S/k (--S^y), and Uikj (-Ujki),

Vikj (- V}jfc<) be any Finsler tensor fields. Then there exists a unique Finsler connection FF-

(N¥9 Fiik, C/ic) such that the deflection tensor field, the (h)h- and (v) v-torsion tensor fields.

and the h- and v-covariant derivatives of ga are the given D¥, T/k, S/k, and Uikj, Vikj

respectively :

Fo'.-N'^Dl

rjk ricj-Ijic Cj¥　Cfclj-Sikj

gijIk- Uiicj, gijlk- Vikj.

We construct the Finsler tensor fields Klk, Xlk and Y/k by

K¥-D¥一-t-i-0-t+U*'T*io/｡

c
X¥-K¥CkrKro,

CCC
Yj¥-C/rXric-TG/cVXrjCjkrXri

successively: Then the coefficients of FF is given by

(2.8)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　N'^ G't-Xl*,

c

(2.9)　　　　　　　　　　　Fj¥-Fj¥+Yj¥+T*.* -　u ;k,

(2.10)
Cni-ni-i-o*zT/*'U;A;-O;/CIOjkVjk'

Since the Finsler tensor fields Dlk, Th (--7Vy), S/k (--Sklj), and Uikj (-Ujkl), V{kj

(- Vjki) in Theorem 2.1 are arbitrarily given, the independence of each axiom is clear. For
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c

example, putting D¥-∂　Tjlk-Sjlk-Uikj-Vikj-O, we have X¥-∂　Yj¥-Cj¥, so we have

a Finsler connection which assures the independence of the axiom (CD as follows.

●

Example 2.1. The Finsler connection given by

c       c              c

(2.ll)　　　　　　　　iV',-G!t-∂　Fj¥-Fj¥+C/k, Cj¥-Cj¥

satisfies D¥-∂　T/ic-gijik-S/k-gijik-O.

We have generally

Theorem 2.2. A Finsler connection FF- (N¥, F/k, C/k) satisfying the axioms (C2), (C3),

(C4), (C5) is obtained from

C                     C

(2.12)　　　　　　　　N'k-G¥-X¥, Fh-Fh+Y/k, C/k-Ch

c                   c            c            c

if we put X¥-D¥-Ck¥ D¥ Y/k-C/rX¥+CkfrXrj-CjkrXrifor any Finsler tensorfield D¥.

Then the deflection tensor field of FF is the given DI

Such Finsler connections were discussed in 【21. Especially, interesting Finsler connections

are given by D'k-X5¥+ul'lk, e.g., D'k--∂　Dlk-h¥, where X and a are any Finsler scalar

fields.

Next, we shall discuss the independence of the axioms (C2) and (C4). We have generally

Theorem 2.3. A Finsler connection Ff- (JV¥, F/k, C/k) satisfying the axioms (Cl), (C3),

(C4), (C5) is obtained from

c                             c

(2.13)　　　　　　N'k-G'k-X'k, F/k-F/k+Y/k+T jk, Wk-^jk,

c                    c           c           c

if we put X¥- -T*l>'k+Ckir TY｡, Yjik-Ciirxrk+CkirXri-CikrXri for any Finsler tensor

field T/k (--Tk'j). Then the (h)h-torsion tensorfield of FF is the given Th

A Finsler connection Ff- (N¥, F/k, C/k) satisfying the axioms (CD, (C2), (C3), (C5) is

obtained from

(2.14)

c              c

N'k-G'k, FA-FA, CA-CA+S';ォ:>
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where S/k (- -Sk*j) is any Finsler tensorfield. Then the (v) v-torsion tensorfield ofFF is the

given S/k

As simple examples we have

●

Example 2.2. The Finsler connection given by

c         c                                 c

(2.15)　　　　　N¥-G¥+Lh¥, Ft'^F^-LCh+h∂k I gjkj ^jk-^jk

satisfies 77*-// ∂lk-lk 51h Dtk-gij¥k-S/k-:gij *-0.

The Fmsler connection given by

C             C

(2.16)　　　　　　　　N¥-Glky F/ic-F/ic, Cj¥-Cj¥-¥-lj ∂¥-V gik

satisfies S/k-lj∂ik-lk ∂　Dik-Tjik-gij¥k-gij *-0.

A Finsler connection such that Tj¥-tj ∂ k-tfc dl; and/or S/k-Sj ∂'k-Sk d'j is generally
●

called semi-symmetric, where tjy Sj are any Finsler covariant vector fields (cf. [7]). Especially,

a semi-symmetric Finsler connection satisfying the axioms (Cl), (C3), (C4), (C5) is called a

Wagner connection, and is important as a typical generalized Cartan connection (cf. [4]).

Lastly, we shall discuss the independence of the axioms (C3) and (C5). We have

generally

Theorem 2.4. A Finsler connection FF- (A/¥ F/k, C/k) satisfying the axioms (CD, (C2),

(C4), (C5) is obtained from

C                               C

(2.17)　　　　　　N¥-Glk X¥) F/k--Fjl'k ¥ Yj%k U /icy C/k-C/k,

c                      c            c            c

if we put X'k- U*o't-Ck'r u¥r｡, Y/k-C/rXrk+Ckirxrj- CikrXri for any Finsler tensorfield

Uikj　¥-Ujki). Then we have gn¥k-Uikj with respect to FF, where Uikj is the given one.

A Finsler connection FF- {N¥, Fh, Ch) satisfying the axioms (CD, (C2), (C3), (C4) is

obtained from

(2.18)

c              c

N*k-Glky F/k-F/fcj Cj¥-C/fc V jk>

where Vikj (-Vjki) is any Finsler tensorfield. Then we have gij¥k=Vikj with respect to FF,

where Vikj is the given one.
●
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As typical examples we have
●

c                                 c

Example　2.3. The Hashiguchi connection HF- (G¥, G/k, C/k) satisfies gn¥k - - 2Pt7fcj

/>f*= r/*-sA-｣y|*-o.
C      '                       C

The Rund connection RF- (Gjk, F/fc, 0) satisfies guw-ZCm, Dik-T/k-gij¥k-Sjik-0.

C

In a Landsberg space, where Pijk-0, the above first example becomes trivial. In a

c

Riemannian space, where Cijk-0, the above second one is also trivial. As non-trivial examples

we have recurrent Fmsler connections such that ga¥k-2ak ga or gfJ k-2bk gijy where ak and b

are any Finsler covariant vector fields (cf. [3]). Especially, putting ak-2lk and bk-2lk we

have

Example 2.4. The Finsler connection given by

C        C                                         C

(2.19)　　　N'k-G'k-L∂　FA-FA+LCA-/y∂ fc lk∂%j-^-l%&Jki Cj¥-Cj¥

satisfies gij¥k=2lkgt∫　D'k-T/k-S/k-gu¥k-O.

The Finsler connection given by

c              c

(2.20)　　　　　　N¥-G¥, Fj'ic-Fj'k, Cj¥-Cj¥-h ∂'k-lt d'j+l'&k

satisfies gtj k=2lkgtJ /)'*-r/*-^wu-5A-0.

3. Minimality of Okada s axiomatic system

We shall discuss minimality of Okada's axiomatic system by the following theorem (ci

Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 of 【11).

Theorem 3.1. In a Finsler space, let D¥y Pljki T/k (--Tkij)f Lk, and C/k be any Finsler

tensor fields. We construct the Finsler tensor fields Q/k, Hlk. E¥. and Z¥ by
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Q}'k- T,>k- (Pl,k-P'kj),

tf'*--D'*+i>'M+&'o (-D't+P'o*+Tt'o),

Ek-∂ (LL｡) -2LLk,

Z¥-(H¥+∂ (#｡'+｣0)/2
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successive ly.

If the three conditions

(3.5) Z'k-i∂rZ¥-D¥+P¥∂7l-Z,;∂jZ¥-Q/kyVrZfc-LLjc

are satisfied, there exists a unique Finsler connection FF- (Nlky Fj¥, Ch) such that the deflec-

tion tensorfield, the (v) hv- and (h) h-torsion tensorfields, and the h-covariant derivative ofL

are the given D¥, Pljky　77*, and Lk

(3.6)　　　　　　　　　　　FoV -N¥-D¥　∂u N'i-Fu'^P'iky

(3.7)　　　　　　　　　　　　　F/k F^j-T/ic Liic-Lic,

and the coefficients C/k are the given one. The coefficients N¥, F/k of FF are given by

(3.8)N¥-G¥-Z'Fj¥-G/k-∂Zlpi
kJrhi*

Especially, in the case where the given Finsler tensor fields D¥. Pl^　T/k and Lk are

positively homogeneous of respective degrees 1, 0, 0, 1, that is, in the case where the obtained

Finsler connection is positively homogeneous, the above conditions (3.5) are equivalent to the

following two conditions '.

3.9 D'k+P'k0-0, yr(∂ Qj'r-∂∫ Qk'r) -O.

Since a Finsler connection FF satisfying the axioms (Bl), (B2), (B3), (B4) is given by

Fr- (Gtk, Gj¥, Cj¥) for any Finsler tensor field C/k, the independence of (B5) in Okada's

axiomatic system is clear. In a non-Riemannian space, the Hashiguchi connection

C

HF- (G¥, G/k, C/k) is a typical example of a Finsler conenction satisfing C/k≠0, P¥t- TA-

L¥k-0.

Since there does not exist a positively homogeneous Finsler connection such that D¥≠0,

Pljk-0, in order to show the independence of (Bl) in Okada's axiomatic system, we should

search a Finsler connection with a surviving D¥ which is not positively homogeneous of
●    ●

degree 1. From Theorem 3.1 we have generally

Theorem 3.2. A Finsler connection Ff- (N¥, F/k, 0) satisfying the axioms (B2), (B3),

(B4) is given by

(3.10) N¥-G¥-Z¥　F/ic-G/k djZ¥,
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if the Finsler tensor field Z¥- {D¥+∂ D｡1)/2, constructed from any Finsler tensor field Dl

such that ∂∫ D¥-∂ D*j, satisfies

(3.ll)　　　　　　　　　　　Z¥-yr∂蝣Z'k-D'k, yrZrk-O.

Then the deflection tensor field of FF is the given D¥.

A typical example is given by Dlk-dk s¥ where sl is any positively homogeneous Finsler
●

●

contravariant vector field of degree 0 such that yr dk sr-0. Especially, taking si-2V we have

from ∂ l^tiJL

Example 3.1. The Finsler connection FF- (N¥, F/k, 0) given by

(3.12)　　　　　N¥-G¥-tijL, Fh-Gh+ {V hik+L h¥+lk hl,)/L2

satisfies Dik-2hik/Ly Pijk- Th-L¥k-O.

In order to discuss the independence of the axioms (B2), (B3), and (B4), it is sufficient to

take a positively homogeneous Finsler connection with CA-0. First, we shall discuss the

independence of (B2). We have generally

Theorem 3.3. A positively homogeneous Finsler connection FF- (N¥, F/k, 0) satisfying the

axioms (Bl), (B3), (B4) is given by (3.8), if we put Z¥- (PV+∂ p｡｡O/2 for any positively

homogeneous Finsler tensor field Pljk of degree 0 such that Pik｡-Of yr(a Q/r-∂'y Q*'r) -O,

where Qjtk-Plkj-Ptjk. Then the (v)hv-torsion tensor field of FF is the given Pljk.

A simple example of Pljk satisfying the conditions in Theorem 3.3 is given by
●

Example 3.2. Let Pl^　{-P¥j) be any positively homogeneous Finsler tensor field of

degree 0 such that Pik0-0. Then the Finsler connection FF- (G¥9 G/k-P'kj, 0) satisfies

Z)'ifc-TA-L|ik-O. The (i;)/w-torsion tensor field of Ff is the given Pljk.

c                             c       c

A typical example is given by Pljk-Pljky for which Gj¥-Pljk-F/k. Then we have the

Rund connection RF. In a Landsberg space we can take V hjk as an example of Pljk≠0. Thus

we have

C                           C

Example 3.3. The Rund connection Rr- (G¥, F/ky 0) satisfies Plik-Pljk, Dik- T/k-L¥k-0.
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The Finsler connection Ff- (G¥, G/k-ll hjk, 0) satisfies Pljk-V hjk≠0, m- :rA-Lu-O.

Next, we shall discuss the independence of (B3). We have generally

Theorem3.4.ApositivelyhomogeneousFinslerconnectionFF-(N¥,F/k,0)satisfyingthe

axioms(Bl),(B2),(B4)isgivenby(3.10),ifweputZik-(Tki｡+∂Ti｡｡)/2foranypositively

●homogeneousFinslertensorfieldT/k(--7V,-)ofdegree0suchthatyr{∂TV-
1jr∂Tk'r)-0.

Thenthe(h)h-torsiontensorfieldofFFisthegivenT/k.

Atypicalexampleisgivenby

Example 3.4. The Finsler connection FF- (N^, F/k, 0) given by

(3.13)　　　　　Nik-Gik+Lhik/2, F/k-G/k+ (L h¥-lk WsJ hlk)/2

satisfies T/k-lj d¥-h 5S. D¥-Pljk-L¥k-O.

Lastly, we shall discuss the independence of (B4). We have generally

Theorem 3.5. A positively homogeneous Finsler connection FI｢- (N'k, Fh, 0) satisfying the

axioms (Bl), (B2), (B3) is given by (3.10), if we put Z¥- (∂ El)/2 for any positively

homogeneous Finsler tensorfield Lk of degreee 1. Then we have L¥k-Lk with respect to FF,

where Lk is the given one.
●

A simple example is given by
●

Example 3.5. The Finsler connection FF- (Nlk, F/k, 0) given by

(3.14)　　　　　N'^G't-Lid't+V lk), Fh-G,¥- (/,♂ i+h ∂'j+l'hn)

satisfies Llk-2yk, D'k-P'ik-T/k-O.

Thus we have shown minimality of Okada's axiomatic system. Contrary to the case of

the Cartan expression (2.8), (2.9), (2.10) shown in Theorem 2.1, the tensor fields appeared in

the Berwald expression (3.8) shown in Theorem 3.1 are not arbitrarily given, which never

negates the excellence of Okada's axiomatic system, but it seems to be an interesting problem

to search various characterizations for the Berwald connection (cf. [8]).
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4. The Rund and Hashiguchi connections

C

The Rund connection RF- (Glkf F/k, 0) and the Hashiguchi connection HP- (G¥, G/k

c                                                c                                                               c     c

C/ic) are obtained by interchanging C/* and 0 in the Cartan connection CF- (Glkj F/k, C/k) and

in the Berwald connection BF- {Glky G/k, 0) respectively.

C                               C

Since the coefficients G¥, F/k (or G¥, Gh) and C/k (or 0) are independently deter-

mined by the conditions D'*-0, TA-0, gtj¥k-0 (or Z)'*-0, P^-Q, T/A-0, L|fc-0), and

S/k-0, gij¥k-0 (or Cfic-O) respectively, the connections RF and HP are uniquely deter-

mined as Finsler connections FF- {N¥, F/kf Cjlk) satisfying the following axiomatic systems

respectively:

Rr

Hr

く

く

(Rl) D'k-0, (R2) T/k-0, (R3) gm-0,

(R4) CA-O;

(HI) D'k-0, (H2) P%-0, (H3) 77*-0, (H4) Llk-0,

(H5) S/k=0, (H6) gu¥k=O.

These axiomatic systems are clearly consistent and complete. These are also minimal. In

fact, a Finsler connection which assures the independence of each axiom is obtained from

some example given in §2 or §3 by interchanging the coefficients. We also remark that the

connections CF, BF, RF and HF satisfy the conditions listed below, where a bold-faced 0

indicates that it is assumed as an axiom.

D ¥ T.i Su¥k P ljk L ¥k 5㍑ g叫 Cjik

cr 0 0 0
c
P i* 0 0

C
C -1

B F 0 0 c
- 2P サ

0 0 c
2C ォ, 0

R f 0 0 0
c
/*サ

C
2C ォ, 0

H F 0 0 C
- 2P ,iik

0 0 0 0 c
C l
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